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Abstract

Computer vision requires the solution of many ill-posed
problems such as optical flow, structure from motion, shape
from shading, surface reconstruction, image restoration
and edge detection. Regularization is a popular method to
solve ill-posed problems, in which the solution is sought by
minimization of a sum of two weighted terms, one measur-
ing the error arising from the ill-posed model, the other in-
dicating the distance between the solution and some class of
solutions chosen on the basis of prior knowledge (smooth-
ness, or other prior information). One of important issues
in regularization is choosing optimal weight(or regulariza-
tion parameter). Existing methods for choosing regular-
ization parameters either require the prior information on
noise in the data, or are heuristic graphical methods. In
this work we apply a new method for choosing near-optimal
regularization parameters by approximately minimizing the
distance between the true solution and the family of regu-
larized solutions. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this
approach for the regularization on two examples: edge de-
tection and image restoration.

1. Introduction

Computer vision consists of the problems such as edge
detection, motion estimation, surface reconstruction, and
shape from shading, that aim at recovering the physical
properties of surfaces in 3D from 2D images. As pointed
out by Poggio et al. [11, 1] many problems of computer vi-
sion are ill-posed in the sense of Hadamard, for which at
least one of the conditions ofexistence, uniquenessor con-
tinuity of the solution are violated.

The regularization technique is a popular method to
transform the original ill-posed problem to a well-posed
one. The basic idea of regularization is to find an opti-
mal approximation of the exact solution from a family of
approximate solutions depending on a positive parameter
calledregularization parameter. The regularization param-

eter controls the degree of regularity and the closeness of
the solution to the data.

The choice of the value of the regularization parameter
is a crucial and difficult problem in the theory of regulariza-
tion. Several methods have been developed to find the reg-
ularization parameter. The discrepancy principle requires a
precise estimate of the energy of the noise. The estimate of
the regularization parameter is the value such that the dis-
crepancy of the corresponding regularized solution is just
equal to the energy of the noise. Another approach proposed
by Miller [8] assumes that one has both a bound on the en-
ergy and a bound on the discrepancy of the unknown object.
An approximate solution can be found from the intersection
of the permissible regions of the two bounds. The meth-
ods considered previously require knowledge of the noise
level. On the other hand, based on stochastic assumptions,
generalized cross-validation(GCV) tries to choose the reg-
ularization parameter from the data itself using statistical
methods [2]. TheL-curve method, introduced by Hansen
and O’Leary [6], is a graphical method that does not require
information about the noise. The corner of theL-curve cor-
responds to the best compromise between approximation er-
ror and the noise-propagation error.

All these regularization parameter choosing methods are
either computationally intensive (as they require solution of
the problem for many values of the regularization parame-
ter), or graphically motivated (thus needing human interpre-
tation). Recently a near-optimal method was proposed by
O’Leary [9]. This method is distinguished by the fact that
without the priori information about the noise, it chooses a
near optimal regularization parameter which approximately
minimizes the distance from the noise-free solution to the
family of the regularized solutions. Compared with other
methods, the computation overhead is relatively low.

In this work we applied the algorithm to regularization of
vision problems for determining the regularization parame-
ter. We also extend the algorithm to the problems with gen-
eral regularization term. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. In section 2 the regularization for some appli-
cations in computer vision are described. In section 3 we



explain the basic idea of the method and how it is extended
to general regularization cases. In section 4, we illustrate
how the method works by two specific examples. Section 5
gives the conclusion and future works.

2. Regularization of Computer Vision

Regularization is quite popular in computer vision, and
many ill-posed problems in computer vision can be formu-
lated and solved as particular instances.

Regularization theory was developed to provide an op-
timal solution from a family of admissible solutions by
introducing suitable prior knowledge. Due mainly to
Tikhonov [13], the regularization of the ill-posed problem
of determiningx from the datab:

Ax = b (1)

consists of minimizing the functional:

Φλ(x) = ‖Ax− b‖2 + λ‖Lx‖2 (2)

or equivalently,

(A∗A + λL∗L)x = A∗b (3)

whereλ > 0 is a regularization parameter,L is a regular-
ization operator chosen to obtain a solution with desirable
properties such as smoothness.

Many problems in computer vision can be regularized by
the Tikhonov regularization theory. We will explain how it
works by some applications in computer vision.

2.1. Edge Detection

Edge detection is an important preprocessing step in
computer vision. Torre and Poggio considered edge de-
tection as a problem of numerical differentiation of images
which is an ill-posed problem [14]. The typical proce-
dure for the regularization of edge detection consists of two
steps. In the first step data is approximated by a differen-
tiable local function, while in the second step the derivative
of the regularized approximation function is computed.

Consider a 2D imageg(x, y) = f(x, y) + ε(x, y), where
g(x, y) is the data andε represents error in the measure-
ment. We want to correctly estimatef so we can choose a
stabilizing operator

‖Lf‖2 =
∫∫

|∇2f |2dxdy

where∇2 is the Laplacian. The approximation functionf
is the function that minimizes the functional

∑
(g − f(x, y))2 + λ

∫∫
|∇2f |2dxdy

with λ > 0.

2.2. Image Restoration

Image restoration is a task of recovering an image that
has been degraded by blur and noise. An image degraded by
blurring and additive noise can be modeled by a Fredholm
integral equation of the first kind:

g(u, v) =
∫∫

h(u, v; s, t)f(s, t) + n(u, v)

whereg(u, v) is the recorded degraded image,f(u, v) is the
original true image,h(u, v) is the blurring kernel orpoint
spread function(PSF),n(u, v) is the additive noise intro-
duced during image acquisition.

In order to restore the deblurred image Phillips [10] pro-
posed to minimize the functional

‖g −Hf‖2 + λ‖∇2f‖2

with λ > 0.

2.3. Computing Optical Flow

The goal of optical flow techniques is to compute an ap-
proximation of the the 2D motion field from a sequence of
images. The most commonly applied constraint isgradient
constraint equation:

Exu + Eyv + Et = 0

whereEx, Ey andEt are the partial derivatives of image
brightness patternE = E(x, y, t) with respect tox,y andt
respectively.

To obtain a unique optical flow, Horn and Schunck [7]
proposed to minimize the functional

∫∫
(Exu + Eyv + Et)2 + λ(‖∇u‖2 + ‖∇v‖2)dxdy

with λ > 0 and the integral is over the whole image plane.

3. Choosing Near-Optimal Regularization Pa-
rameter

We first consider thestandard formof Eq.(3) in which
L is the identity operator. Let us denote the singular value
decomposition ofA as

A = UΣV ∗

whereU andV have orthonormal columns andΣ is a diag-
onal matrix. Therefore Eq.(3) can be written as

(Σ∗Σ + λI)z = Σ∗β



wherez = V ∗x andβi = u∗i b. Hereui is theith column of
U . Thus, the Tikhonov solution is

xλ =
n∑

i=1

σ̄iβi

σ2
i + λ

vi (4)

wherevi is the ith column ofV . The true solution to the
discrete (noise-free) problem is

xtrue =
n∑

i=1

βi − εi

σi
vi (5)

whereεi = v∗i (b − btrue) represents the unknown noise
component. Note that Eq.(5) shows that if the matrix has
vanishing singular valuesσi,or ones that are close to zero,
the solution will exhibit ill-posed behavior.

The goal in regularization is to produce a solution as
close as possible to the true solution, so let us define

f (λ) = ‖xλ − xtrue‖2

and minimize the distance between the regularized solution
and the true solution with respect toλ

min
λ

f(λ) = min
λ

n∑

i=1

∣∣∣∣
σ̄iβi

σ2
i + λ

− βi − εi

σi

∣∣∣∣
2

Setting the derivative off(λ) equal to zero yields

g(λ) ≡ 1
2
f ′(λ) =

n∑

i=1

β2
i λ

(σ2
i + λ)3

−
n∑

i=1

β̄iεi + βiε̄i

2(σ2
i + λ)2

= 0

(6)
The first summation in Eq.(6) is numerically computable,
but the second is not because the noise valuesεi are un-
known. In most cases, the system satisfies the discrete Pi-
card condition, which means that for large enoughn, the
sequence of true values{|βi − εi|}, on the average, decays
to zero faster than the sequence of singular values{σi} [5].
Hence for terms withi greater than or equal to somek,
εi ≈ βi, and we can compute an approximation of the func-
tion g(λ) as

ĝ(λ) ≡
n∑

i=1

β2
i λ

(σ2
i + λ)3

−
n∑

i=k

β2
i

(σ2
i + λ)2

−E

(
k−1∑

i=1

β̄iεi + βiε̄i

2(σ2
i + λ)2

)

where the last term denotes the expected value of the quan-
tity. Under the assumption that the signal and the noise are
independent, we haveE(β̄iεi) = E(βiε̄i) = E(ε2i ) = s2,
and

ĝ(λ) =
n∑

i=1

β2
i λ

(σ2
i + λ)3

−
n∑

i=k

β2
i

(σ2
i + λ)2

−s2
k−1∑

i=1

1
(σ2

i + λ)2

As λ increases from zero, this function is monotonically in-
creasing. Finding the zero of this function yields an approx-
imation to the optimal value of the regularization parameter

λ. In [9] it has been shown that the regularized solution with
this λ converges to the correct solution as the deviation of
the noise tends to zero if the parameterk is chosen such that
εi ≈ βi for i ≥ k.

3.1. Transformation to Standard From

In many applications of computer vision, regularization
in standard form is not the best choice; i.e.,L 6= I in
problem (2). This is because the regularization may be
with respect to a prior model, or may require more strin-
gent smoothness constraints (e.g., elasticity constraints). To
overcome this limitation in [9], we need to transform Eq.(2)
into the following standard-form problem:

min ‖Āx̄− b̄‖2 + λ‖x̄‖2

For the simple case whereL is square and invertible, the
transformations̄A = AL−1, b̄ = b, x̄ = Lx accomplish this
task. The inverse transformation isx = L−1x̄.

In most applications, the matrixL is not square or invert-
ible, what we need is theA-weighted generalized inverse of
L, denotedL†A [3]. To obtain a numerically stable algo-
rithm, we compute thegeneralized singular value decom-
positionof the matrix pair(A,L):

A = U

(
Σ 0
0 I

)
X−1 L = V (M, 0)X−1,

and
ΣtΣ + M tM = I.

ThenL†A can be expressed as

L†A = X

(
M−1

0

)
V T

The standard-form terms̄A, b̄ in this case take the form

Ā = AL†A, b̄ = b−Ax0,

where

x0 =
n∑

i=p+1

uT
i bxi

is the unregularized component ofx which is not affected
by the regularization scheme. The transformation of the so-
lution is x̄ = L(x− x0) and the back transformation is

x = L†Ax̄ + x0

3.2 Regularization and Filtering

The regularized solution takes a very simple form in the
case whereA is a convolution operator. If we assume peri-
odic boundary condition, the matrixA andL are bothblock-
circulant-circulant-block(BCCB) matrices in the 2D case



[4], which can be diagonalized very efficiently using fast
Fourier transforms (FFTs). SupposeA = WΣW−1 and
L = WΩW−1, whereW is the unitary discrete Fourier
transform matrix,Σ andΩ are diagonal matrices. The reg-
ularized solution takes a similar form as Eq.(4)

xλ =
n∑

i=1

σ̄iβi

σ2
i + λω2

i

wi

wherewi is theith column ofW .
By similar analysis, finding the zero of the function

ĝ(λ) =
n∑

i=1

ω2
i [ω2

i (β2
i − α2

i )λ− σ2
i α2

i ]
(σ2

i + λω2
i )3

yields an approximation for the optimal value ofλ, where
αi = s, i < k andαi = βi, i ≥ k.

4. Experimental Results

In this section we apply the algorithm to edge detection
and image restoration on both synthetic and real data.

4.1. Edge Detection

We use the same experimental method as in [12] to test
our algorithm. The original image was first smoothed by a
2D Gaussian function then regularized by Laplacian opera-
tor. We can compute a near-optimal regularization param-
eterλ from the image. Then as suggested in [12], we use
Canny’s edge detector with the same half amplitude in the
frequency domain to test the results. Fig. 1 shows several
examples of edge detection by Canny’s detector with the
scales computed by regularization method. We can see that
the algorithm adjust the scale of the edge detector based on
the complexity of the content in the images.

4.2. Image Restoration

For the experiments of this section we restore an image
distorted by spatially invariant Gaussian blur followed by
the addition of white Gaussian noise. The original camera-
man image is a256×256 image. The degraded images were
created by convolving the Gaussian PSF with scale 1.0 and
1.5 pixels. Normally distributed random noise was added,
scaled so that the noise level was 0.01 and 0.05 times the
norm of the original image. The restored images are regu-
larized by identity operator and shown in Fig. 2. From the
results, we can see that the regularization parameter cor-
rectly adjust the degree of the regularization based on the
blur and the noise level.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 1. Edge detection experiment:
(a)original image of blood cells, (b)edges
detected by Canny’s detector with σ = 1.2896,
corresponding λ = 2.7659, (c)original image
of Saturn, (d)edges detected by Canny’s
detector with σ = 1.8968, corresponding
λ = 12.9458, e)original image of circuit
board, (f)edges detected by Canny’s detector
with σ = 0.7333, corresponding λ = 0.2892,
g)original image of bone marrow, (h)edges
detected by Canny’s detector with σ = 0.5026,
corresponding λ = 0.0638.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 2. Image restoration experiment:
(a)image degraded by 1-pixel blur and 0.01
additive noise, (b)restored image with λ =
0.0068, (c)image degraded by 1-pixel blur and
0.05 additive noise, (d)restored image with
λ = 0.0414, (e)image degraded by 1.5-pixel
blur and 0.01 additive noise, (f)restored image
with λ = 0.0031, (g)image degraded by 1.5-
pixel blur and 0.05 additive noise, (h)restored
image with λ = 0.0180.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we present a method for choosing a near-
optimal regularization parameters for the applications in
computer vision. Without prior knowledge of the noise in
the observation, it chooses the regularization parameter by
approximately minimizing the distance between the regu-
larized solution and the noise-free solution. If the problem
is too large to directly compute, the idea can be applied
by the iterative method. In the future, we will study how
this method is applied to the large scale non-linear problem
more efficiently.
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